Work it out!

What if the word you are looking for is not listed in your dictionary? You may need to do some guesswork!

*attaquant* is not listed but *attaquer* (to attack) is.
So *Je suis attaquant* means ‘I’m an attacker/a striker’.

The words underlined in the bubbles are not listed in your dictionary. Try looking up words from the same family to help you work out what they mean.

1. Je suis désordonnée!

2. Le réparateur, c’est moi!

3. C’est énervant!

4. C’est promis!

5. J’aime les non-fumeurs!

6. Quelle réussite!

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily  🙁 = I can do some of this  🙁 = I need more practice